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COMMENTS ON «SUR UNE LIMITATION
TRÈS GÉNÉRALE DE LA DISPERSION
DE LA MÉDIANE» BY M. FRÉCHET
Stephan MORGENTHALER *

Maurice Fréchet's paper is remarkable and I congratulate the Prench Statistical Society for locating and reprinting it. The methods used in the paper
and the ideas expressed in it anticipate developments of statistical theory that
would later - sometimes very much later - be pursued in great détail.
The paper is divided into two parts. The first part contains some remarks
about the state of mathematical statistics at the beginning of the second
world war. Préchet déplores the lack of logical and mathematical rigour in
some of the writings of statisticians. In an oblique référence to Fisher's fiducial
method he remarks that it appears to equate the probabilities of an event in
two différent probability spaces, which to him is inacceptable. In another
critique of mathematical statisticians, he expresses his réservations about the
tendency to establish the optimality of some selected method under some
defined conditions and then to interpret such results as attributing exclusive
validity to thèse methods. As an example, he cites the famous couple formed
by the arithmetic mean and the standard déviation, which at the time of the
reading of his paper had completely taken over.
In the second part, he goes on to discrédit this type of argument by introducing
the following resuit. If Mn dénotes the médian of n independent replicates of
a random variable X and Xn dénotes their mean, then
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Hère IQRasy dénotes the asymptotic interquartile range and the set T of
distributions of X contains ail probability laws with bounded density, finite
variance, and the property that the upper bound of the density equals the
value of the density at the médian of the law.
He contrasts this with the well-known resuit about the asymptotic variance
of mean and médian when the data are normally distributed
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He also cites the following generalization, which is natural in the context of
his previous resuit (1)
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Whereas this second inequality (2) gives a moderate to large advantage to
the mean, (1) is overwhelmingly in favor of the médian. Merely changing the
way in which the performance of an estimator is judged, the relative merits
of estimators can be turned upside down. Following the reasoning of Maurice
Fréchet, it is indeed hard to understand the mathematical statistician who,
arguing along the lines of (2) - or merely citing the resuit in the Gaussian
case - goes on to deduce a kind of uni versai optimality of the mean.
It is a pity that some of Maurice Fréchet's statistical works hâve not been more
widely read and absorbed at the time of their writing. In Fréchet (1958) he
gently points this out himself and the présent paper is another example of an
oversight. I could not find a single référence to it in the mainstream literature,
even though it contains important ideas. A list of thèse ideas together with
some key works that followed in their wake is as follows :
• the use of nonparametric sets of distributions (Lehmann, 1953) ;
• the dérivation of upper bounds when comparing the efficiency of a nonparametric method with a parametric one (Hodges & Lehmann, 1956) ;
• the idea of contamination and mixtures (Tukey, 1960) ;
• the récognition of the possibility of a discontinuity in the performance
of a statistical method, or, in other words, an extrême sensitivity of the
performance to small perturbations of the underlying distribution (Tukey,
1960 and Huber, 1964).
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